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There will be obstacles!
There will be doubters!
There will be mistakes!
But with hard work, there are no limits!
Michael Phelps
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FRONT COVER: ‘Sears

Tower & Neighbors’ (north
from Roosevelt Road) is a
watercolor by Chicagoan, Gail
Basner, w h o w as r aised in a
family of artisans and is Lynn
Watson’s cousin. Please check out
her beautiful paintings of Chicago
and landmarks around the world
at www.chicagopaintings.net.
CORRECTION: On th e 2018
Winter cover, ARCB was printed
erroneously under the photos of
Raskin, Cooke and Preusker. The
correct initials after an ARCB certificant’s name are NBCR (National
Board Certified Reflexologist)-editor
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GUESS WHAT ??
It is ALMOST TIME for the RAA CONFERENCE!
How wonderful! The speakers all have very interesting
presentations and I am excited to hear them. Also, what a
sensational venue! So many interesting, recreational,
cultural activities and sights are available for us in downtown Chicago:
Theaters - all kinds

Secretary

Galleries – all kinds

Adrianne Fahey (CO)
AdrianneFahey@reflexology-usa.org

Free zoo - all kinds of animals

Directors

Jazz spots - all kinds

Iris Aharonovich (MD)
IrisAharonovich@reflexology-usa.org

The Bean — find out about this famous spot

Jan Benson (ND)
JanBenson@reflexology-usa.org

Cellular Field—White Sox—weekday tours

Cynthia Hill (NC)
CyndiHill@reflexology-usa.org

Restaurants – all kinds

Wrigley Field – Cubs have home games
Beautiful walking area around the water called
the Riverwalk
and
An elevated rapid transit system, appropriately
called the L or (EL) - if you want to broaden your
sightseeing area.
Arrive early, or stay after and take full advantage of
this educational mecca.
In this issue, we have yet another great collection of
reflexology articles, research, and information. As the
editor, it is very gratifying that we have such dedicated
authors, researchers, teachers - practitioners everywhere
who contribute to the growth and knowledge base of reflexology by willingly submitting their articles. Thank
you, all.
I am so delighted that I found this wonderful, health
-inspiring modality. I feel it is very healthy for our clients; and it is, for sure, healthy for me as a practitioner. I
always feel better-—more alive, yet rested, after a session.
It is truly wonderful.
New, modern advertising procedures are in the
planning stages. The goal is to streamline the process
where ad requests are placed on the RAA website and
paid for at that time. So keep a look out for that announcement. Please do not send your ads as a pdf.
RAA always appreciates our advertisers.
Hope to see you in April. Have a wonderful Spring!
Karen

Debbie Hitt (OH)
The RAA Board continues to keep the question of the long term aspirations for the organization as part of our discussions and continues working towards measurable, aggressive
goals.
RAA’s 2018 Conference: “Jazzed about the Art & Science of Reflexology:” The RAA
Board established the goal to sell out the conference and accomplished the goal two months
in advance. Long term goals have also been established for the 2020 conference.
Membership:
Promoting the benefits of the organization and finding ways to provide more value to the RAA members.
Evaluating operational efficiencies to improve the membership experience with the admin office and
through the website.
Emails regarding membership renewals will be sent out in the upcoming months. RAA has determined a
method to send emails to only those members who need to renew.
The membership committee is also working on a membership survey so we can better understand what is
important to members and how RAA can provide more value to you.
As part of the commitment to improve the membership experience, the RAA Board approved a face-to-face in
late January with several board members along with the two administrative assistants and bookkeeper. The focus
was on training, evaluating the membership process from beginning to end, identifying operational improvements,
and refining the experience for all involved. The one and a half day meeting was incredibly productive and many of
the identified improvements are already in process.
Additionally, the RAA Board and committees are working on a number of initiatives and RAA will be emailing
information in the near future. Below are a few initiatives that we wanted to highlight.
Election: Th e electio n pr ocess is in th e ear ly stages an d RAA w ill again be em br acing technolo gy for
nominations to all members by email. Please consider nominating someone you know who has experience working on a nonprofit board and/or has business experience. Working with the RAA Board is a great opportunity to
meet new people, learn more about RAA, the committees, and be a part of building RAA for the future.
Public Relations: Th e p ublic r elations co m m ittee is diligently w or king on r edesign ing th e RAA br ochures and several will be available at the conference in Chicago. As soon as the newly designed brochures are
available, an email communication announcing how to order will be sent to all members.
Website: Th e w ebsite com m ittee is co ntinuing to look for par ticip ants w ho ar e in ter ested in assisting with potential website improvements. Please contact inforaa@reflexology-usa.org or Bernette Todd for more
information.
While we’re only a few months into 2018, it’s been an incredibly busy and productive year for the RAA Board
and the committees with more to come in the upcoming months.

February Face-to-Face photos: Hard at work.

Front: L-R: Judy Deal, Bernette Todd, Amy Ito
Rear: Beth Hilgendorf, Kim Novatny, Debbie Hitt

Membership Benefits
Debbie Hitt, Membership Committee Chair
RAA continues to evaluate how your RAA member- Affiliated States:
ship can provide more value to you. As such we thought it
Two delegates to represent the state in the Delegate
would be helpful to outline the various benefits that your
Assembly.
membership provides.
Free listings of events on RAA Facebook page.
A full list of updated member benefits is also available on the RAA website. With your new or renewal memInclusion on RAA letterhead.
bership you will receive the following benefits.
RAA logo templates to use.

All Members:
Significantly discounted RAA conference fee!
RAA’s magazine: Reflexology Across America!

Professional:
Discounted, easy-to-use online appointment-booking
app.
RAA branded business card to use as a template for
your own business.
Free listing of your website, Facebook and Twitter links
in the online directory.
Business practice items that members have requested
help with: SOAP notes, health history intake and
waiver forms, and monthly bookkeeping forms, all
designed for a reflexology practice.

An attractive Code of Ethics that you will be proud to
display in your office.
Five Elements of Reflexology brochure.
Unaffiliated States:
Up to two delegates to represent all non-affiliated
states in the Delegate Assembly.
RAA logo templates to use.
An attractive Code of Ethics that you will be proud to
display in your office.
Five Elements of Reflexology brochure.

Schools (requires an accompanying Professional
membership by the owner/Executive Director):
Eligibility to sit on RAA committee.

RAA logo templates to use.

No additional charge for website, Facebook and Twitter links in the online directory.

Eligibility to compete in Conference logo contest.

RAA logo templates to use.

Eligibility to be nominated to be on the RAA Board after having been a member for a year.

An attractive Code of Ethics that you will be proud to
display in your school.

An attractive Code of Ethics that you will be proud to
display in your office.

Five Elements of Reflexology brochure.

Five Elements of Reflexology brochure.

Practitioner:
Eligibility to sit on RAA committee.
Free listing of your website, Facebook and Twitter links
in the online directory.
Business practice items that members have requested
help with: SOAP notes, health history intake and
waiver forms, and monthly bookkeeping forms, all
designed for a reflexology practice.
RAA logo templates to use.
Eligibility to compete in Conference logo contest.
An attractive Code of Ethics that you will be proud to
display in your office.
Five Elements of Reflexology brochure.

Supporters:
Eligibility to sit on RAA committee.
Eligibility to compete in Conference logo contest.
An attractive Code of Ethics that you will be proud to
display in your office.
Five Elements of Reflexology brochure.

Students:
Eligibility to sit on RAA committee.
An attractive Code of Ethics that you will be proud to
share.
There is something for everyone, and the website
page will clearly define which benefits are available to
which category of membership.
There’s more to come as the Membership Committee is working on a survey to inquire as to how RAA can
provide even more value to RAA members.
The Membership Committee would love to hear
your thoughts on how RAA membership can provide you
and your state more value!

Things to To
Do in

submitted by Michele Melnick and Connie Hubley

DuSable Museum of African American History
http://www.dusablemuseum.org/Phone: (773) 947-0600
740 East 56th Place Chicago, Illinois 60637
International Museum of Surgical Science
https://imss.org/ “ North America’s only museum devoted to surgery” 1516 N. Lake Shore Drive, “ET Blaire
House” and 1524 N. Lake Shore Drive, “Eleanor Robinson
Countiss House.”
And From the Chicago Food Scene

Here are a few “Not so Run of the Mill
Museums”
American Toby Jug Museum

http://www.tobyjugmuseum.com/
910 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60202,
1-877-TOBYMUSEUM, (1-877-862-9687)
Chicago History Museum
https://www.chicagohistory.org/

https://www.choosechicago.com/restaurants/

National Museum of Mexican Art
http://nationalmuseumofmexicanart.org/
1852 W. 19th Street, Chicago, IL 60608
Peggy Notebart Nature Museum
http://www.naturemuseum.org/
2430 N. Cannon Dr., Chicago IL 60614

http://dinegreenchicago.com/
http://www.avecrestaurant.com/ Just down the street
from the Allegro! 615 W Randolph St.
http://andrewzimmern.com/2014/02/06/chicago/
downscale to upscale

A Public Service Notice to Our Members & Friends
from Reflexology Association of California and RAA– SCAM ONE
This is information from one of our
RAC members, who received an email;
the moral of this story is NEVER give
out your credit card information to
some unknown person that contacts
you.

have it for 2 days and i have a driver
that will bring them to you and let me
have the total cost with the taxes
charges because am ready to make the
full payment with my credit card ?

Your Full Name: Address : Cell Phone
Below I've cut and pasted the body of
number: I replied with limited rethe correspondence from Mary
quested information.
Peeples, which in hind sight could be a
3. Thank for getting back to me am
takeoff of 'Merry People.'
alright with the Clinical Reflexology
1. Hello, This is Mary Peeples. Do you than and which date are you going to
do Body massage and do you accept
be available. let me have the total cost
credit card payment?
with the taxes charges because am
ready to make the full payment with
I replied that I do not do massage, but my credit card with your cell phone to
happy to refer on...
be able to text you my credit card
2. Thanks for getting back to me. I am 4. Thanks for your estimate i will need
hearing impaired. I want to make a
a Little favor from you because the
great surprise for my workers. Can you Driver who will bring my girls to you
handle 1 hour Swedish massages for 7 does not have the facility to charge
people. If so, let me know the date you credit cards at this moment
will be available in February. They will

am presently in the hospital for surgery that's why i want to make this
surprise for my girls so i will be glad if
you can help me out with this favor, i
want you to add an extra fee to
the total cost and once the payment
clear your bank i will give you the information for the driver so that they
can get everything arranged for i
should have done this my elf but
they doesn't accept credit card once
you agreed this is the estimate for the
Driver and i will be glad to tip you extra with your cell phone number to
text your my credit card
Your service: $ Driver: $1550, Tips &
Gratuity :$150, 3% CC Surcharge: $.
Let me know if you can handle this for
me?
I finally realized it was a scam
and asked for her business details....Click.

JAZZED About the Art, Science and History of
Reflexology Conference
Presents:
Panel Discussion - HISTORY OF THE PROFESSION OF
REFLEXOLOGY IN THE U.S.
Meet four professional reflexologists who were a part of developing the
PROFESSION of reflexology in the United States
On Friday afternoon, learn about their involvement in the development of the Reflexology Association of
America, the American Reflexology Certification Board and m or e! Gain insight into th eir
perspectives of their personal involvement of the who, what, how, why and where it all began!
Larry Clemmons, A co-founder

George Balut, A co-founder of

of ARCB, RAA, ICR, 1st ARCB certified

ARCB, RAA, ICR, IIR Instructor

Christine Issel, A founder of
Bill Flocco, Master Teacher, Author,
Association Builder & Advocate,
Founder World Reflexology Week

Reflexology Associations, Consultant,
Lecturer, Author

Conference participants will have the exciting opportunity to listen to and question these four
panelists. You will find an index card in your conference folder where you can write your questions to
the panelists (individually or as a group) prior to the beginning of the conference. After a short panel
discussion, Karen Ball, moderator, will read the questions to be answered by the panelists.

The Reflexology Association is Honored
to Present
Guest Speaker, Larry Clemmons
“THE ART, SCIENCE AND THE FACE OF REFLEXOLOGY”
Larry Clemmons, Cofounder of RAA, ICR, ARCB, First ARCB certificant.
- Practicing since 1974
- Over 40 years in a successful practice in downtown Chicago
- Raised four children thru college
- His reflexology skill is featured in Paula Stones’ book & DVD, Therapeutic Reflexology
Connecting with Larry and conversing with him on his many years of involvement in the development of the profession of reflexology led to the development of the panel to discuss this very topic!

How to Participate in the Conference Panel
from the Panel Moderator, Karen Ball (FL)
Conference attendees have a new event to look forward to this year; one that invites everyone’s involvement.
Following lunch on Friday, April 28, we will all convene to participate in a panel discussion led by four
of the founders of reflexology in the US: George Balut (OH), Larry Clemons (IL), Bill Flocco (CA) and
Christine Issel (CA).
All attendees will find an index card in their Welcome bag, on which you are invited to pose a question
(questions?) to this esteemed panel. Questions must be received by the end of the morning break on Friday, so as to allow time to prepare for the discussion. Instructions will be given at the conference as to
where to deposit your index cards.
As far as questions go, feel free to contribute anything you are curious about regarding the history of
reflexology in this country, as well as any questions regarding where the field is headed. Some topics that
might peak your interest are the trajectory of reflexology as a licensed profession; how reflexology might fit
into the integrative health systems being developed; how individual reflexologists can spur our field forward; how RAA came to be an association of state associations and individuals and not just individuals;
and how the idea was formed to create a national member association (RAA), an independent testing agency (ARCB), a council to support reflexology educators (NCRE) and an international membership association of reflexologists (ICR).

“Every great dream begins with a dreamer!
Always remember, you have within you the
strength, the patience, and the passion to
reach for the stars to change the world.”
Harriet Tubman

The RAA Delegate Assembly at Work - Communicating and Sharing
AFFILIATE!
According to Dictionary.com as follows.
Affiliated, Affiliating: (verb used with an object): to
bring into close association or connection; to attach or unite on terms of fellowship; to adopt
(e.g., My State Association is Affiliated with the
RAA; or, we are an Unaffiliated State Association
who is affiliated with reflexology).
Affiliated, Affiliating: (verb used without an object): to
associate oneself; be intimately united in action
and interest; a branch organization (e.g., My State
Association is a RAA Affiliated State Association
and we are intimately united with the RAA in that
the requirements for membership in both, my
State Association and my national, professional
membership organization, the Reflexology Association of America (RAA) - are the same; we both
bond our Treasurers; we must both become
501c3/6 organizations; our State Association
membership year must run concurrent with the
RAA and our memberships must be open to all
reflexologists and students of reflexology regardless of education).
Affiliated. Unaffiliated. No State Association. W h atever w ay, if you ar e r ead ing th is ar ticle,
you are definitely affiliated with the RAA, a State Association or the discipline of reflexology in some way. While
some states have Unaffiliated State Associations and some
states may not have any State Association at all, all states
have RAA members in them.
The business of organizing reflexologists in a way
to move the discipline of reflexology toward becoming a
stand-alone profession is indeed, visionary. At present,
the RAA has become our platform to speak to the professionalism of reflexology that comes with education. If you
pay attention to educational standards and changes in
legislation regarding integrative disciplines across our
great country, it becomes interesting that raising our
standards may become something for reflexologists to
consider if we want our discipline to become a stand-alone
profession.

Use your Delegate as a resource!
Delegates can give you guidance on:
Using a PowerPoint presentation, Reflexology Lecture
Tool by Cy ndi Hill (NC). Y ou ca n g iv e a
lecture at a local Assisted Living Center, library,
community center, etc. Remember that you will
most likely know more about reflexology than
anyone else in the room.
Speaking before legislators or medical professionals
or the Veterans Administration? Ask a Delegate
for the PowerPoint offering on Reflexology:
Women's Health and Wellness Resolution that Christine Issel (CA) presented to
the National Federation of Women Legislators
(NFWL). This resulted in their resolution to recommend reflexology for women's health issues.
(Make sure you ask for a copy of the Resolution,
too).
Asking your state Governor to proclaim September 24
- 30, 2018 as Reflexology Awareness Week during
World Reflexology Week with a template for you
to use by Jan Benson (ND).
Asking your state Governor to proclaim February 26,
2019 as Eunice Ingham Day Proclamation with
another template provided by Julia Dollinger
(FL).
If your state is rumbling with legislative issues, gather
all sides of the topic together and present them
with another PowerPoint presentation by Christine Issel (CA) that expresses all sides of the discussion titled, Exemption vs Licensure and the
Status of Reflexology Today.
Report on all of the above for the RAA News Magazine, Reflexology Across America to K a r en
Kirts (MD), the RAAMagazineEditor
@Reflexology-USA.org.
Want to become an Affiliated State Association? Let
your Delegate know. We can provide tons of help
and guidance!
Want to start a State Association? Let your Delegate
know. More help and guidance.

You may also ask a Delegate for a copy of the
Monthly Reminders section of the Delegate AsThe RAA has also created the Delegate Assembly sembly Minutes. This docu m ent p r ov ides for
made of up of two Delegates from each Affiliated State
even more opportunities to put reflexology into the public
and two Delegates representing all Unaffiliated States.
eye at the state level and more ways to effect changes to
Delegates keep us connected and informed about the dithe field of reflexology at the national committee level.
rection and progress of the field of reflexology. All State
This type of informed involvement will surely enlighten
Associations have a portion of their memberships who are the public perception and lawmakers about reflexology.
not yet RAA members and Delegates may be their first
introduction to the RAA and its brilliant efforts on behalf Go Out and AFFILIATE!
of the field of reflexology - and all of us - at the national
For more information on becoming a Delegate,
level. Please connect with your Delegate!
plan on attending the Delegate Assembly Meeting at the
If you want to influence the professional development of reflexology from a discipline to a profession, join
the RAA and its Committees. This is the only avenue that
allows you a national voice on issues of Education, Public
Relations, Affiliation, Legislation and Membership.

RAA Conference - Chicago, 2018 or contact dianeWedge
at DelegateCoordinator@Reflexology-USA.org.

Rippin Reflexology
Essentials

beginning of creating a lasting, long
term relationship with your client.

As a professional reflexologist,
it is key to work in partnership with
your clients in reaching their health
goals. One way you can do this is by
By Alison Rippin, BPE, CR (Canada)
providing resources that can be utiI always like to provide valuable and relevant in- lized by your client after their sesformation that will help you flourish as a practitioner and sion—such as websites, books and artia business. Over the next several issues I will be sharing
cles.
proven tips and tools to help you grow your business!
I recommend you start adding post care resources to your toolbox that are appropriate within the
scope of a reflexologist as it will be an important compoHave you ever purchased something and at the
nent to your success. Know that a by-product of this stratcheckout the clerk brings to your attention something
egy will be partnering with a client who values your serthat would complement your purchase? Did you think
vice, sees you as an expert, and is eager to return and re“wow, I am glad they mentioned that, it would really ben- fer your business!
efit me”? And then when you left the store you continue
To help start building your client resources, I
to think of that clerk and that store and find yourself gohave an article to share that you can use for your clients
ing back there for your next purchase?
called “10 Exercises to Strengthen Your Feet”! Visit this
That’s happened to me! I was in a store buying
link to have it sent right to your inbox: https://
some natural mascara for my daughter and the cosmeticanadianreflexologyschool.activehosted.com/f/8.
cian “Sandy” asked me a few questions and then offered
My passion is serving the needs of the reflexology
me a make-up website my daughter could go to see differcommunity. Email me at alison@canadianreflexology
ent makeup applications appropriate for teens. Sandy’s
school.com and tell m e the busin ess challenges
helpful nature has made me return to the store over and
you face and watch for it to be addressed in a fuover as she continues to provide my daughter and me
ture Rippin Reflexology Essentials column.
with natural make up education, options and resources.
Alison Rippin, BPE, CR, is a business, health and
What does buying mascara have to do with
wellness professional with a private practice who also
reflexology? Everything!
operates her own school and coaches and mentors others
Many reflexologists may think providing the ses- in the business of reflexology. For more information vission is the only work they need to do when seeing a client. it: www.canadianreflexologyschool.com.
Although it may be the main component, it is only the

Tip #2 – Resources

UPDATE!
For those of you flying in to Chicago at either O’Hare or Midway airport for the conference:

There have been some recent changes made on the Allegro website regarding the use of the
shuttle service, GO Airport Express. Great discounts. O’Hare $16.50 per person &
Midway $14.00 per person each way on a round trip.

Click on this link for the Kimpton Hotel Allegro and Go Airport Express
https://www.airportexpress.com/hotel-transp…/allegro-chicago

Eyes Wide Shut?
Cyndi Hill (NC)

Human trafficking conjures up images of young people in shackles, children sold
into prostitution, torture and fear. Yes these things exist. We don’t see it because it doesn’t
fit the image we have. We all want to believe we’d champion these poor ill-fated in any way
we can. But we do not always see the whole landscape.
Let me explain. In any given migrant community there exists a network of manipulation far more entwined than we would envision. Do you know people who are working
what seems to be impossible hours, multiple jobs, or have been here for YEARS still lacking
a functioning use of the common language? Do these people work in agriculture, hotels, nail
salons, service industry of all sorts? You may be looking at the face of trafficking.
Often these individuals would deny they are being exploited. Many don’t believe they are. Their families are
often still in their country of origin and monies they make, they are being told, are going to those families. Any indiscretion, they are told, could result in the interruption of those funds making its way into the hands of those families.
Therefore victims succumbing to this blackmail will often protect or hide their controllers. Add to this the complication, many are here illegally and by definition are outside the protection of the law. Now you have the perfect recipe for
silent slavery.
Make no mistake, it is not just immigrant communities or one ethnic group. It is runaways, drug addicts, nannies, girls or boys with much older “boyfriends.” We’ve all come across people whose situation just doesn’t make sense
to us…because it doesn’t.
In North Carolina a group was recently busted, 120 arrested and recovered 82 victims averaging age being 15,
the youngest being 3 months old. Clearly we are dealing with monsters. It took the cooperation of multiple police and
sheriff departments as well as SBI and FBI involvement to bring this operation down and from what I now understand, it’s a drop in the bucket.
I was overheard while interviewing a law enforcement officer. The gentleman’s eyes grew wider and wider with
each question and response. After my conversation with the officer, my unintentional eaves dropper described a woman who worked at a hotel. She fit the profile perfectly. He didn’t make the connection till that moment, and he’s known
this woman for YEARS! That said, when you start looking into this topic it’s easy to read the possibility of human trafficking into more than is reasonable.
While we can’t save everyone we can DO WHAT WE CAN DO. No you are not going to be secretly slipped a
note reading “Help me!”(but if someone shows you the palm of their hand with a black dot on it, THAT’S an OPEN cry
for HELP) nor are you going to experience a scene from “Taken” but what you can do is observe:


a worker at a nail salon or spa who appears to be living at the business and cannot speak English.



minors who have significantly older boyfriends.



housekeepers or nannies who don’t leave the homes where they work.

If you think US citizens are immune, think again. Runaways are easy prey, but so are your children and grandchildren as they access internet sites and social media. Often a “conversation” with a “friend” turns into the young person giving FAR more information than they think they are and abduction becomes a real and present danger. And the
structure is in degrees.
Consider what recruitment looks like:


An adult that takes an unusual interest in a child




Excessive flattery
Buying gifts



Romantic interest (often an older child)

What grooming may look like:



Isolation from friends and family
Controlling behaviors, dress, and time




Stripping and pornography
Drug use and alcohol
(Continued on page 15)

What seasoning may look like:
 Physical abuse






Verbal abuse
Renaming or reprograming
Removal from familiarities
Creating dependency
Branding such as tattoos

What can you do?
Familiarize your self w ith pr ogr am s
that can help you identify and liberate
these victims and help them become
survivors.
Trust your gut! Y ou ’re a Reflexologist!
Your training has enhanced you to pick
up on clues most people would gloss
over.
REPORT suspicious activity to police
so there is a trail for investigators to follow.
DO NOT attem pt to co n fr ont. Y o u w ill
be putting the person you are trying to
help in a very real danger.

Call 1-866-DHS-2-ICE (1-866-3472423) to report suspicious criminal activity to the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) Tip Line 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, every day of
the year. The Tip Line is accessible outside the United States by calling 802-872-6199.
To get help from the National Human Trafficking Hotline
(NHTH), call 1-888-373-7888 or
text HELP or INFO to BeFree
(233733). The NHTH can help connect victims with service providers in
the area and provides training, technical assistance, and other resources.
The NHTH is a national, toll-free
hotline available to answer calls from
anywhere in the country, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, every day of the
year. The NHTH is not a law enforcement or immigration authority and
is operated by a nongovernmental
organization funded by the Federal
government.

I know this sounds like having a huge burden
laid at your feet (pun totally intended), but if not you,
then who? If not now, when? No one is asking you to
put yourself in harm’s way. You ARE ABSOLUTLEY
DO NOT aler t the victim of your suspi- being asked to speak out and save lives. We do it evecions. Often they’ll protect their control- ry day.
ler.

A Public Service Notice to Our Members & Friends

from Reflexology Association of California and RAA– Scams
SCAM NUMBER TWO —
If All Business Media FM calls
you for a r adio inter view about
reflexology, just say NO!
Our RAA Delegate, Cheryl
Boerger, brought to the attention of
this Board a "radio interview" scam
that has been going on, apparently
targeting reflexologists and massage
therapists.
Beware: Now ad ays th at our
information is easily accessible via
social media and internet searches, it
is easy to fall prey to scams by people
pretending to offer some sort of service or advertising opportunity.
Here is what has happened to
RAA member & reflexologist, Carol
Schwartz of NY, also to Linda Frank
(WA) and Florica Radu (NY).
See below, a note to diane
Wedge, RAA Delegate Assembly Co-

ordinator, from Carol Schwartz, NY
about how the fake phone interviews
are worded- for your information:

I looked up reviews on All Business Media FM and w h at I fou nd
on Yelp were 9 reviews. 8 of them
said the same thing - after their inter“After you sent out the email to
views they were asked for money and
the DA containing Florica's interview, when they said no, the man 'Ben' eiI received an email from Linda
ther got rude or just slammed the
Frank. She also was contacted by this phone down!
'radio station' and was interviewed a
few weeks ago. She informed me that
One review said the station kept
after her initial 8 minute interview
calling him and he finally gave the
the Executive Producer called her
money. He said after he gave the
back and wanted to do a 30 minute
money, he kept calling the person he
interview (just like Florica experiwas dealing with and the person nevenced.)”
er came to the phone. He was very
upset and he also said he didn't get
Linda said the 'producer' then
one new client.
mentioned money, several thousand,
for five 30 minute interviews or one
Well, after looking at the email
interview for $600. She said they
they sent me, it said: "Please tell your
wanted HER to pay THEM! Linda
friends, family, and business associalso said that when she informed
ates to click on and hear your broadthem she wasn't interested, either
cast live." Those aren't new clithey got disconnected or he hung up
ents. And who listens to them - it's an
on her.
online radio station. They are not
on the radio. BEWARE!!

At Home with Brazilian Toe Technique (BTT)
Jacqueline Lyczewski (WA)
Michelle LeClair, once a chemical engineer, became interested in energy testing. And since 2007 she has
been using energy work, more than massage, in her practice. Michelle’s clients have had such successful results
through Brazilian Toe Technique that it sounds as though
this modality deserves some attention!

BTT balances the body’s polarities, calms the nervous system, strengthens emotional balance and reduces
emotional stress. For clients who seek just plain relaxation, BTT promotes deep relaxation and activates the release of toxins while helping with overall physical pain and
achiness.
This technique mitigates the side effects of chemo
and radiation therapy in cancer patients and alleviates
stress and pain to those in hospice.

Mary Pruitt, sister reflexologist, and I decided to
take a Sunday afternoon in January and find out what this
modality was all about. And come to find out - Brazilian
Toe Technique, also known as Brazilian Toe Massage or
Toe Holding, is a modality we can incorporate into our
daily reflexology practice with our clients.

Using acupressure points on the toes, this simple
technique can also help with restless leg syndrome, edema,
insomnia, nausea and pain in the feet and legs.
Its effectiveness and simplicity has met with great
acclaim and amazement. Hospitals in Brazil practice this
modality on a regular basis for numerous health issues
with outstanding results.
During our hands-on portion of the class, one student addressed Michelle about her partner experiencing
an itching sensation. Michelle explained that even ‘itching’
is considered a sign of ‘pain’. Therefore, just lighten your
hold until the sensation subsides.
The more I look into this modality, the more I find
myself fascinated with the simplicity and powerful effectiveness that it can have on my clients! I’ve heard of BTT,
and touched base somewhat on BTT in the past, but never
gave it much thought. Boy, was I missing out! I’m glad we
attended this class that sparked my interest, again, to use
yet another method to help with my clients’ issues that
shows results in such a short time!

Brazilian Toe Technique originates from Brazil,
the country that claims to have an estimated five million
psychics, mediums and spiritual healers. So it’s no surprise
that a ‘healing’ method such as BTT would originate here!
The Brazilian Toe Technique was introduced in
1980 at a Touch for Health conference by Jose de Aragao,
from Brazil, and is taught in the Eden Energy Medicine
certification program.
This technique is a light touch of pressure point
healing, holding the tips of the distal phalanges of the toes
with your thumb and corresponding finger or fingers.
Keep the hold on each toe for at least three minutes and
then move on to the next.

If you find a BTT (Brazilian Toe Technique) class
in your area, I recommend attending so you can start using
this modality with your very next client. I think you, and
your clients, will be pleasantly surprised and happy you
did.
If your group has an interest, Michelle offers BTT
classes. And if you are interested in making an appointment, she will be happy to put you on her waiting list.
For more information on BTT and Michelle LeClair, you can reach her at mdleclair@in-synergy.net.
Story by Jacqueline Lyczewski, RF, NBCR

BOOK REVIEW:

One Point Reflexology--A
Method of Holistic Treatment – By Susanne Lofgren CASU.DK

She also covers the Chakras and has put the Meridian Therapy teaching into three circuits and explains
the relationships between them.

She incorporates the usage of Bach Flower Remedies with explanations of the flowers and their remedies. She gives case studies and explanations of what she
has determined and
Review by Mary Reimann (AK)
how best to deal with
each particular case.
This book was given to me at the most recent
She covers acupressure
ICR Conference in Taitung, Taiwan. The book was given points: how to use
to me by Leila Eriksen because Susanne was not able to
them, and how to reattend, as she had planned; but wanted her book to have late them to reflexoloa presence. Leila also had some cards by Susanne that
gy. She covers different
listed her book and information. I wanted to honor the
ailments and how to
gift by giving a book review for her.
best deal with them.
The book is a wealth of
The main premise for this book--that Susanne
deals with in a concise way--is to assess the problem, link information!
it to the correct meridian/element, and then work the
All in all, I
specific reflex points relating to the issue. She feels "more found the book to be a
is less," hence, One Point Reflexology! She provides invery informative, easy
formation on meridians/elements--the four bodies of the to reference book that
personality--Bach flower remedies, some case histories
has understandable
and links to learn more. One of her charts shows the
writing with helpful
three things she carries on throughout the book:
pictures and charts.
Problem---Meridian/Element---Reflex Points

She gives helpful examples and explanations of the many
areas she covers in the
book: meridians, elements, four bodies of the personality, Bach Flower RemPhysical-Etheric-Emotional- Lower Mental capa- edies, acupressure, and relates them all to reflexology.
bilities. She covers this information in a good order and
She uses this knowledge to combine the modalities to
with wonderful charts and graphics in her book. She
deal with a specific issue of the person she is dealing with
writes that "the more current therapists are, the more
and has come up with "One Point Reflexology"! I was
healing the treatment is." She also writes that "In One
happy to be given this book and would certainly recomPoint Reflexology w e ar e not only sear ching for a mend it! Thank you, Leila and thank you, Susanne!
physical reaction (cleansing) but are much more interestReview by Mary Reimann--President, Alaska
ed in making the energies flow. In that way, cleansing
Reflexology Association and Vice President, Internamay emerge when the body is ready to let go of its own
tional Council of Reflexologists. For more information,
accord, which is much more effective."
contact Mary at raa.alaskamary@gmail.com.
This pattern is seen through her entire book. She
links meridians, acupressure, and reflexology through
her book, with good explanations and examples. She also
shares about the four bodies of the personality:

WELCOME!! New RAA Members!!
Professional

Sherry Carlson, IA
Deanne Furciniti, MA
Jessica Georgen, CO
Susan Luers, IL
Martha Rohrbaugh, OH
Linda Schroeder, IA

Supporter

Lotus Raven Song Ames, il
Grace Richardson, CA
Jane Skowron, WI

Student

Danielle Ciotta, OH
Bobbie Early, OH
Tammy Guenther, OH
Kimberly Lande, IA

Practitioner

Kathy Eisnaugle, OH
Eva Gajewski, NC
Robin Smith, NC
Destine Thompson, NC

Cyndi Hill answered my questions with much creativity. This window into her life
as reflexologist, wife, mother, grandmother, friend, artist, and adventurer are her words.
The few I added are there simply to link these glimpses of her life together.
“Music keeps me off the streets. Creating in any art medium fascinates me. Photography is something I’ve always had a hand in. Allowing people to see themselves as someone beautiful has always been fun for me; capturing expression in its many forms: human,
animal, and landscape.”
In another nod to music Cyndi shares, “In my practice my favorite clients are the
ones that are breathing! No, seriously, I have been privileged to meet so many people that would be like asking me to
pick my favorite song. I love a challenge so when someone brings me a mystery situation to “solve” through Reflexology I’m in my ‘Sherlock Holmes’ mode.”
Doesn’t she already make reflexology sound like an adventure? We know it is, of course, but be inspired as
Cyndi shares more.
“I became mesmerized with reflexology thru Lovell Small, a friend of my then minister and his wife. As she
explained the concept I felt like I was being handed a key to a door. I’d been suffering with plantar fasciitis. She
“fixed” me, and I’ve been a hooked ever since. I was initially studying to sate my own curiosity when Lovell began to
push me to offer the fruits of my studies to my community. While she was a wonderful woman and a once in a lifetime tutor, I had NO intention of putting myself forward in the community without some formal education and instruction. Finding a solid course of study in those days was somewhat of a challenge. I’m a bit of a geek so what started as my education became my personal research and experimentation in reflexology. In other words, the more you
know, the more you know there’s so much more there is to know. It’s somewhat like going down the Rabbit Hole.”
That she took the Rabbit Hole quite seriously is evident in the comprehensiveness she brings to her reflexology session.
“Everyone is different so the fun for me is in customizing to fit each individual. That takes paying attention to
how they walk into my clinic, adjectives used in their descriptions, emotional state, and details they are otherwise
unaware.
“I have my fair share of whiplash, sciatica, carpel tunnel, and stress management clients; those who are trying to conceive and still others who are managing genetic and non-genetic syndromes. I’ve been honored to work
with our veterans as they navigate PTSD and all adjustments that come with returning to civilian life, those recuperating from addiction, grief management, and those who’s lives have been affected by mental illness as well as the
families trying to cope.
“I suppose my ‘specialty’ is fitting the session to the subject at hand. Everyone is different. And if they’re not
different from one session to the next, I’m not doing my job.
“When my clients leave my table and their problem has been solved, it’s a good day.
“I take the Spiritual, Mental and Emotional facets of our work just as seriously as the Physical. Looking at life
circumspectly gives us all a better view. Every saint has a past; every sinner has a future. I’m too liberal for my conservative friends and to conservative for my liberal friends. No one has it all together in one sock with a knot tied
firmly in the end. If I’m conscious, I’m learning. Know-it-all’s bore me.”
The collection of books Cyndi is currently reading attest to her desire to keep learning more. Which ones
are you inspired to read?
Braving the Wilderness by Brene Brown - (all of her work really)
Multireflexology Dien Chan by Patryck Aguilar and Anna Roca
Bird by Bird by Ann Lamont
The Wisdom of Your Face by Jean Haner
Ear Acupuncture: A Precise Pocket Atlas Based on the Works of Nogier/Bahr
Touch for Health by John Thie DC, and Matthew Thie, M.Ed

(Continued from page 18)
The Autistic Brain: Thinking Across the Spectrum by Temple Grandin and Richard Panek
The Cosmic Machine: The Science That Runs Our Universe and the Story Behind It by Scott Bembenek
“Yeah, I’m a nerd.” (I believe she means that. She’s repeated it here.)
Within our reflexology community our practices look very different from one another both in how we
work, and how part-time or full-time we see clients. Cyndi’s thoughts on hers. . .
“Oh, it’s a full-time practice alright. The trick is knowing when to schedule time away from my table. I added teaching reflexology to my dance card to expand access to those who need this work in their lives (and who
doesn’t?) as I can’t get my hands on EVERYONE in my area.”
Like all of us, Cyndi loves to receive reflexology, too!
“My favorite session to receive starts with the hands to allow me to accept, goes to the feet for its beautiful
grounding and balancing, then the face to take me into that deep state of OM, and finishes with the ears like a fine
wine. I HAVE to have a session at least twice a month and will finagle time for WEEKLY if at all humanly possible.”
Sounds like heaven, right!
We all benefit so much from RAA’s work. Being part of the leadership team has additional benefits. I love
the sense of community Cyndi speaks of.
“I’ve been part of RAA since 2004, I think. Since then I’ve met men and women who’ve become like brothers and sisters to me. Ours is a unique tribe. Finding those you can discuss theory and share techniques with is a
value that cannot be measured. I’ve had the opportunity to advance my knowledge and skills in Reflexology because of RAA’s commitment to education and global reach. I’ve even had the honor of bringing some of those educators to my state to expand education there. NONE of that would have been possible without the network made
available by RAA.”
Before she could escape this little interview, I asked Cyndi to share a little about her family.
“My husband and I couldn’t be more opposites if we tried. For example: my “medicine cabinet” might contain herbs, homeopathic remedies, tinctures and such. His would have Nyquil and Pepto-Bismal. He’s been practicing being old since he was a kid. My theme song is, “I Won’t Grow Up” from Peter Pan. But one thing’s for sure, he’s
my biggest fan. We have 3 adult children and 5 grandchildren. Diversity seems to be our family theme. They are a
gift to my heart and soul. It occurs to me that I could get somewhat lengthy here. I should probably stop before you
snore.”
Thank you Cyndi for taking your time to allow our members to get to know you better.
Cyndi shown working on Yomiko and photo was taken at
the conference in Florida

Cyndi and three grandchildren showing off their beautiful
feet and smiles.

American Reflexology Certification Board (ARCB)’s policy on human trafficking
approved at their board retreat on February 24, 2018:
“Human trafficking is a multi-faceted and complex issue. ARCB supports law enforcement in its

efforts to combat human trafficking operating under the guise of reflexology foot massage
establishments.
ARCB is committed to educating and supporting law enforcement in identifying legitimate reflexologists and
reflexology practices. It is our belief that business licensing of the individual reflexologist based on proper education
and testing will lead to reduced instances of human trafficking.
ARCB works legislatively to support laws that will aid in the prevention of human trafficking throughout the
US. At the same time, we are committed to ensuring that laws don’t infringe on the professional, certified reflexologist’s
right to practice independent of massage therapy.”
An unethical, but growing trend in the USA is the operation of reflexology businesses, often employing foreigners, that front for the operation of human trafficking and prostitution. Cracking down on human trafficking is receiving
support from several sectors of society: law enforcement, faith-based groups, and human rights organizations who are
putting pressure on the government to do something to stop it.
An Overview
Human trafficking is a form of modern-day slavery. Victims of human trafficking include all age groups. They
can be young children, teenagers, men and women. Trafficking occurs to adults and minors in rural, suburban, or urban communities across the country. Victims of human trafficking have diverse socio-economic backgrounds and varied levels of education.
Traffickers can be lone individuals or part of extensive criminal networks, with the common thread of exploiting people for profit. Traffickers can be foreign nationals and U.S. citizens, males and females, family members, intimate partners, acquaintances and strangers.
Victims of human trafficking are subjected to force, fraud, or coercion, for the purpose of sexual exploitation or
forced labor.
Many victims of human trafficking are forced to work in prostitution or the sex entertainment industry. But
trafficking also occurs in forms of labor exploitation, such as domestic servitude, restaurant work, janitorial work,
sweatshop factory work and migrant agricultural work.
Traffickers use various techniques to instill fear in victims and to keep them enslaved. Some traffickers keep
their victims under lock and key. However, the more frequent practice is to use less obvious techniques including:



Debt bondage—financial obligations, honor-bound to satisfy debt



Isolation from the public—limiting contact with outsiders and making sure that any contact is monitored or superficial in nature



Isolation from family members and members of their ethnic and religious community



Confiscation of passports, visas, and/or identification documents



Use or threat of violence toward victims and/or families of victims



The threat of shaming victims by exposing circumstances to family



Telling victims they will be imprisoned or deported for immigration violations if they contact authorities



Control of the victims' money, e.g., holding their money for "safe-keeping"

Prior to 2000, no comprehensive Federal law existed to protect victims of trafficking or to prosecute their
traffickers. (Information from www.Polarisproject.com.) In October 2000, the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of
2000 (TVPA) made human trafficking a Federal crime. It was enacted to prevent human trafficking overseas, to protect victims and help them rebuild their lives in the U.S., and to prosecute traffickers of humans under Federal penalties.
The U.S. Department of State’s 2007 Trafficking in Persons Report estimates are that over 27 million people
are enslaved across the world today, more than at any other point in history! Unfortunately less than 1% of victims
are ever identified. And the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services calculates trafficking generates approximately $32 billion every year; it is the fastest growing crime and tied with illegal arms trade for the second largest
criminal industry, behind drug trade.
Since 2007, the National Human Trafficking Resource Center hotline (http://humantraffickinghotline.org/)
has received reports of 36,270 cases of sex trafficking or labor trafficking involving a total of 38,304 victims. From
January-June 2017, the hotline received 13,987 calls resulting in 4,460 reported cases in the first six months of this
year. Statistics indicate: 3,186 cases of sex trafficking, 689 cases of labor trafficking with the remaining 585 either
unspecified or combination of both.
In 2017 Polaris Project found more than 9,000 illicit massage businesses operating in America. They exist in
every single state and revenues for these businesses total approximately $2.5 billion a year. Its annual report (on-line
January 2018) indicated the women recruited into massage parlor trafficking mostly:
• Recently arrived from China or South Korea
• Carry debts or are otherwise under extreme financial pressure
• Speak little or no English
• Have no more than a high school education
• Are in their mid-30s to late 50s
• Are mothers
Reflexology and Human Trafficking
field.

There are ever increasing issues of illegitimate reflexology parlors involving human trafficking affecting our

Human trafficking and reflexology first came to legislative attention in 2010 in the state of Georgia. The major challenge is how to write new legislation that closes down fronts for human trafficking, protects the public, and
supports the right to practice reflexology as a separate discipline. With the bad press, another challenge is getting
legislators and the public to recognize reflexology as a legitimate, respectable, and viable CAM therapy. To this end
the Reflexology Association of America (RAA) and the American Reflexology Certification Board (ARCB) jointly designed and printed a brochure briefly stating the field’s stand against human trafficking, introducing the existence of
all three national professional organizations (including NCRE—National Council for Reflexology Educators), and
assuring the public that professional reflexologists follow a strict Code of Ethics and Business Standards. Identifying
the Legitimate (Professional) Reflexology Practice makes a short public statement as to the position of the field on
the issue. The brochure is designed to be an educational tool primarily for legislative work and working with health
care professionals. However it may also be used to educated clients on the issue.
Foot Spas
Due to the proliferation of human trafficking and untrained practitioners increasing nationwide public safety
concerns have been raised. Also there is confusion with the public and in law enforcement agencies about whether
reflexology is massage and especially how to deal with the growing trend in the USA of “reflexology parlors” and
“foot spas.”
There’s a “disconnect“ in the public’s understanding and our perception of what reflexology is and does. Reflexologists, by and large, are trained in their educational program as to what is “massage” and what is “reflexology.”
We are clear—but the public is not. When we see “foot spa” or “foot massage” we think this refers to “massage”; not
us. However, the public and media don’t recognize a difference. More importantly, legislators do not make a distinction.
Naivety is also a problem. Reflexologists in general, just want to work with their clients quietly in a homebased business. We tend to want to practice under the radar and out of the eyes of the government.
There’s the “ick” factor also. The idea of human trafficking and prostitution is icky. Many think the subject of

human trafficking is distasteful and reflexologists shouldn’t have to deal with it, but sticking our heads in the sand is
not going to make the issue go away. Our individual response to the situation doesn’t make anyone a bad person or a
poor reflexologist, but it does limit our ability to grow as a profession. Today we’ve grown to a status that requires
representation and fuller engagement through the various systems at work: conventional and complementary health
care, law enforcement and legislation.
Law Enforcement
Law enforcement would like to find some solution to the issue of human trafficking coming into a state via
organized crime that doesn’t penalize the girls or legitimate reflexologists and other exempt practitioners from being
licensed under the massage law.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE; previously known as INS—Immigration & Naturalization Services) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) are not interested in prosecuting the “little guy” because it cost
too much and often the defendants have access to the best attorneys money can buy. Therefore they get off even if
the grand jury is willing to indict. Local enforcement currently often closes down businesses under Nuisance Abatement (the removal or termination or destruction of something that has been found to be a nuisance) that holds business owners accountable. In addition, law enforcement would also like to be able to hold property and building owners accountable so they don’t rent and re-lease to these types of businesses.
Not My Problem
Beyond thinking reflexology and massage are the same, most people feel it is “not my problem.” It’s someone
else’s problem. The attitude being it is the State’s or law enforcements responsibility to regulate it and generally deal
with it. In actuality, the problem of human trafficking is multi-faceted and complex as are the levels of ability and
desire to address the issue. The questions become:



How, or is, the reflexology profession responsible for ending human trafficking?



Should the field be held responsible or take on the responsibility that is or isn’t theirs?



Do reflexologists have to move beyond the idea that unless a business says “reflexology” it is not associated with
us?



Is ineffective enforcement of current laws, often times a product of inadequate funding and priority given to
these issues, our problem?



Are we prepared to fight for our profession or for the state to regulate us right out of business and make it impossible for anyone to get a quality reflexology session because that was easier for us and the state?



Is there any way to stop the use of the word reflexology to bypass unenforced laws that allow storefront businesses to conduct their illegal activities?



Could national certification by each discipline exempt from the massage law tighten up their status by adding an
educational standard component? Is this a way to make sure practitioners are “legally” recognized?



Could owners in a store-front type business or those more than sole-proprietors be mandated to make sure that
their individual practitioner(s) are nationally certified or they would be operating illegally? This could be similar
to the way hairstylists have to be individually licensed.



Could owners be held responsible for compliance by those either on premise as independent consultants or employees by each practitioner having to show government photo identification like hair stylists?



Is it politically correct to have a mandatory requirement that practitioners in these businesses speak English?



Would state licensure support law enforcement in that it will make it easier for the cities and counties to distinguish and to regulate reflexology properly—ending confusion as to who gets regulated and who doesn’t and holding business owners responsible and easier to shut down when not correctly licensed?



Is there some other more effective way(s) to address the problem of human trafficking?

First Do No Harm
Because reflexology does not use invasive techniques it is a low risk therapy. However, potential harm exists
from poorly trained and unregulated practitioners who call what they do reflexology. Harm may occur when an inadequately trained practitioner does not follow appropriate guidelines of hygiene, contraindications, makes inappropriate comments, or there is a failure to make a referral to a healthcare professional or other therapy when appropriate. In many cases there is also an issue of the public being unable to communicate in English with the practitioner
(Continued on page 23)

that can lead to injury through use of overly deep pressure, or not taking a client history to uncover contraindications. Due to these important health, safety, and welfare concerns, a licensing law would help establish a uniform
standard of certification and regulation of the profession and identify individuals who have achieved specified levels
of education, training, and skill that identify the legitimate reflexologist and reflexology business.
Acknowledging the Problem
As with any problem, the first step is acknowledging the problem exists. Then a strategy can be devised to
address it.
The field of reflexology can start by educating ourselves about the problem itself, about it within our industry, and offer a resource to educate others, including the public, legislators and law enforcement. The first step has
already been taken with RAA, NCRE and ARCB’s joint effort in creating the “Identifying the Legitimate Practice of
Reflexology” which is currently titled, “Identifying the Professional Practice of Reflexology.”
A second step is for the TRI-BOARD —RAA, ARCB and NCRE working together to create an industry wide
policy. A secondary goal could be the creation of another brochure or guide sheet for reflexologists, the public and
our clients on how to recognize and report human trafficking.
Individually, each board within the focus of its work can contribute to the overall effort.
NCRE could in th eir cu r r icula standar ds r eq uir e cou r ses o n h um an tr afficking aw ar eness
and training, on legislation, and working with law enforcement.
RAA co uld cr eate a n ational co m m ittee to estab lish a centr alized r esou r ce datab ase of its
members, state association members, ARCB certificants, licensed reflexologists and other professional practitioners
so law enforcement has only one database to check for legitimate practitioners.
ARCB could r eq uir e b ackgr ou nd ch ecks as p ar t of its cer tification pr ocess. It co uld also
write to the State Boards of the five existing reflexology laws requesting that the rules and regulations be written or
amended to include language against human trafficking and holding business establishments responsible when offering reflexology services by making sure those that work for them are individually licensed.
STATE ASSOCIATIONS thr ou gh th e R AA Delegate Assem bly could do fieldw or k r esear ch . To
be proactive with legislatures clear data is needed. How many local/state businesses are advertising foot spas? Reflexologists need to visit them and determine if it appears to be a legitimate business or a front for human trafficking and report any suspicions to law enforcement. Reflexologists in the state could educate themselves about the
legislative process in their state and stay up to date on legislation involving reflexology and other therapies included
or exempt from massage.
Perhaps in conjunction with World Reflexology Week (WRW) a fundraiser could be conducted and donations sent to local agencies dedicated to stopping human trafficking.
All these proactive actions could possibly aid law enforcement and make their job easier when enforcing
laws regarding human trafficking.
Why is this important?


Though we would like to stick our heads in the sand and believe human trafficking is a law enforcement problem, the field of reflexology has some level of responsibility to the issue of human trafficking from both an ethical and for the protection of our profession’s point of view.



We need each other to address the problem of human trafficking.



Human trafficking is partly our problem because reflexology is being promoted in advertising by illegal business establishments.



In the legislative and law enforcement arenas, reflexology needs to have a documented policy to demonstrate
the field is taking the initiative to address the problem as best it can.



The entire field needs to be involved, from the individual reflexologist to their national representatives, professional organizations working together in a proactive role to safeguard our profession.



We are all busy, but working as a team within our state and national organizations to create ideas and work on
tasks makes it easier to accomplish them as the field moves forward.

Human trafficking affects all of us; and there’s work to be accomplished at all levels even the personal one.
Unless all reflexologists become involved in working on this challenge, legislative progress will be limited and our
ability to grow as a profession reduced nationwide. It would be ideal if the national leadership were driving a positive and fully engaged response to the issue of human trafficking.

Stepping Forward in Science
Barbara A. Brower, NBCR

What an amazing reflexology career journey this continues to be. Thirty-seven years
full-time and I’m still just as passionate for our field. It has now been 16 years since that fatefilled time. My client, a grant writer at Michigan State University (MSU), was using reflexology monthly as part of her self-care. She broke her leg and it was not healing. She coincidently
showed up at my office to drop off flyers. Luckily, I had availability right then to see her.
The power of reflexology had not been demonstrated to her until this unfortunate injury. When I relayed to her that reflexology could facilitate her leg healing, it was met with
great skepticism. You assume that when you see someone’s eyebrows raise to a full arch! Realizing she needed to hear more, I said two things, “I’ll guarantee you reflexology will work.”
Her response was, “Well, how are you going to guarantee that?” “You must come in once a
week for four weeks and do homework every day on your forearm. If it doesn’t work, I’ll give
you all your money back.” Enough said. She signed up!
The outcome…it worked! Now with renewed interest in reflexology, she said, “You’ve always told me this was
helpful for your breast cancer clients going through chemotherapy, let’s write a grant and prove this.” The Pilot study
was first. The Pilot study was funded by a man who had lost his wife to breast cancer. This was very touching to me
and I thought you would like to know that as well. The Pilot study paired Reflexology with Guided Imagery and Reminiscent Therapy. Since there was much more interest in reflexology, she wrote the whole grant ($3.1 million) for reflexology. This was in grant terminologies, a Robust Study because it involved reflexology, placebo and conventional
care. These are more expensive studies because of the amount of statistical data collected and people involved.
What many of you reading this have never heard were the very strict parameters put on the reflexology protocol involving time constraints. After being asked to put together a protocol and frequency for the study, which I did; it
was very disheartening to hear we were being given only 10 minutes per foot. I questioned being a part of this study
when given this news concerned for the outcome at one third the normal time of a session. After a weekend of prayer
and deliberating, this was an opportunity for reflexology where trusting in the process was on the table. I changed up
the protocol to elimination organs and reflexes specific to breast cancer.
The nine-steps ultimately selected brought concern from other more seasoned research reflexologists. Several
called the Principle Investigator asking, ‘Who was this reflexologist she entrusted with such a protocol.’ She told me
she was concerned I may have selected the wrong reflexes. My explanation was that my peers did not understand the
parameters of this study. We all know how toxic chemotherapy is, so the reflexes selected were more about elimination organs and the primary reflexes for breast cancer.
Here are the nine-steps: Spine, Neck , Ch est/B r east/Lun g, Diaphr agm , Spleen , K idn ey, S m all
Intestine/Large Intestine, and Lymphatic. After a year had passed, I was called in to the Principle Investigator’s office
where she sat with the statistician; they had concerns. I requested the time be expanded to at least 15 minutes per
foot with 5 minutes introduction/closure. She flew to Washington, DC and received approval from National Institutes
of Health (NIH) to increase the time. All stats were restarted and positive results began to show. I felt divine intervention had taken place in that destined meeting and the powers that be arranged the increase of time in the protocol.
In 2011, when the grant results were announced, reflexology had made a difference for this fragile population. This was a career highlight and such a RELIEF! Remember, we were still doing half the regular time of a session
with protocol specific to detoxifying. At a well attended nursing conference the question arose as to why the reflexology was successful. My subjective response, “reflexology opens the pathways so the chemotherapy can get where it
needs to be, and then encourages the release of the cumulative chemicals that burden the body causing uncomfortable side effects.” This made sense to them from a medical perspective and they liked the parallel.
One year after the NIH results were published, I received the President’s Award at the 2012 Annual RAA
Conference. So shocked and honored I could not speak. Which, for those who know me, this is unusual. Walking back
to my seat in a fog, I wished I had shared with everyone some of the emotional ups and downs of the study. It comes
to you now all these years later yet timely with the results of the second grant now being revealed.
The first grant involved reflexologists delivering the nine-step protocol. The second grant was to see if the
reflexologists could train the Primary Caregivers to deliver the nine-steps effectively. Three years into Grant #2, I felt
it time to step down from the Lead position and turned the Lead over to my colleague, Becky Sundeen (see photo on
right). After some time, Becky passed on the Lead and Sarah Preusker (see photo on right), from Chicago, stepped up
to the plate. It gives me great pleasure to have three Nationally Board Certified Reflexologists sharing the Lead Role
in these studies.

(Continued on page 25)

The National Institutes of Health study provides more proof of efficacy for Reflexology:
Reflexology as a profession is considered a complementary approach to breast cancer with respect
from the medical community and the first NIH grant. Referrals from doctors come in for breast cancer patients, and doctors are entrusting reflexology for many other disorders. Rheumatologists, Podiatrists, General Practitioners, Physical Therapists, and more are all referring and doctors are scheduling appointments
for themselves. MSU provides nursing staff trained in reflexology at a reduced rate for students within the
Student Health Services building.
The medical community respects our National Board Certification for reflexology and doors open.
Upon request to visit the cadaver lab for research, permission was obtained for several visits with the Assistant Dean who teaches gross anatomy in the cadaver lab. We were able to visually confirm six reflexes with
Dr. Falls confirming our findings. You can download the full cadaver study from our website including full
color illustrations.
Because of the grant and our National Certification in Reflexology, two progressive hospitals in
Michigan invited Branch Reflexology Institute to train on-site, opening registration to hospital staff first
and then anyone interested.
Numerous invitations to Annual Nursing Conferences across Michigan as break-out speakers have
been incredible. At one conference we presented the results of grant #1 in the Grand Ballroom because all
250 nurses in attendance were interested! Both Becky and I were paid presenters. Just before the PowerPoint presentation, Becky asked for volunteers with specific current physical complaints. She selected three
to join her at the back of the room working 15 minutes per person. We gave each of them the microphone at
the end of the presentation. After their enthusiastic testimonials, MSU announced to the group that Branch
Reflexology Institute would be approved providers for continuing education (CE’s) for nurses.
Two weeks before Christmas, this year, my dear childhood best friend was diagnosed with incurable cancer.
When I visited her in the hospital I was so grateful to have a skill that could comfort her, provide an atmosphere of
love and acceptance, and above all give me a vehicle of touch that went beyond the physical, entering into spiritual
acceptance. She didn’t say much about her condition, we shared life stories, I listened. There are no awkward silent
moments when you hold someone’s feet in your hands. Only love fills the space of unspoken words. The next day
she called to say her pain was much diminished from her surgery and she was able to rest.
As I bring this article to a close, I feel the timing was right for the opportunity to share with my colleagues a
little more of the back story of grant #1 for this Spring issue. I am excited for the RAA Conference coming up where
we will gather together once again to hear new information, share stories, share our hands-on work with one another, and hear about the results of the second Reflexology National Institutes of Health grant.
And we keep Stepping Forward in Science.
For additional information, contact Barbara A. Brower, ARCB Nationally Board Certified Reflexologist,
517-281-2989, www.branchreflexology.com.

Becky Sundeen

Sarah Preusker

“Accept the
challenges so that
you can feel the
exhilaration of
victory!”
George S. Patton

THOUGHTS ON PRESSURE IN REFLEXOLOGY
Annalisa Derryberry (FL), LMT, CR
If you’ve ever received reflexology on your hands or feet, you’ve likely heard the reflexologist
ask you, “How is this pressure?” Maybe it feels fine, but maybe you’re not sure…How do you know?
What is the right pressure for reflexology? There are probably several answers to this, and it’s going
to differ from person to person, but I’m about to tell you why I think medium pressure might be the
best…
First off, let’s look at what reflexology actually is and what it is not. The Reflexology Association of America, the American Reflexology Certification Board, and the National Council for Reflexology Educators all define the work this way: “Reflexology is a protocol of manual techniques, such
as thumb and finger-walking, hook and backup, and rotating-on-a-point, applied to specific reflex
areas predominantly on the feet and hands. These techniques stimulate the complex neural pathways
linking body systems, supporting the body’s efforts to function optimally. The effectiveness of reflexology is recognized worldwide by various national health institutions and the public at large as a distinct complementary
practice within the holistic health field.”
Here’s something important to know: it’s not the same as a massage. As a “distinct complementary practice,”
reflexology is separate from massage, with its own origin, history, and techniques. They also differ in intent and focus.
The intent of massage is to relax muscle tension by directly working on the soft tissue, whereas reflexology intends to
relax the nervous system (thereby indirectly relaxing muscles), and to improve the functioning of internal organs and
glands.
How does it work? While we’re not really sure, the following are several theories:
Energetically: Reflexology is thought to break up energy blockages in the body, activating the healing force of
the universe, which helps the body return to balance. Pressure-wise, many energy-balancing techniques, like Reiki, do
not even touch the body, so light to medium pressure in reflexology will likely be quite effective.
TLC (Tender Loving Care): Compassionate physical contact offered by the practitioner is thought to help
initiate the body’s healing response.
Rest/Awareness: A reflexology session might be someone’s only respite from an otherwise hectic day. The
rest, repair, and awareness gained from tapping into the body’s parasympathetic nervous system (the opposite of “fight
or flight” mode) can be catalysts for change to occur. Reflexology is almost magical at inducing relaxation. I’ve had so
many reflexology recipients say they’ve never felt so relaxed so quickly.
Reflex Action: If I touch a hot stove, a message gets sent from my hand/fingers to the brain, which then sends
a message back saying, “OW—move your hand!!” It does not say, “Yes, keep doing that—you’ll actually feel better!” The
reflex arc is what we’re dealing with in reflexology—the theory is that there are reflex areas in the feet and hands that
relate to different parts of the body. When we make contact through reflexology, the brain sends a signal through neural
pathways to the related organ/gland/muscle. We don’t have to pound on it for it to get the idea.
In 1932 Sir Charles Sherrington and Edgar Adrian earned the Nobel Prize for work on the physiology of the
nervous system, proving that the whole nervous system adjusts to a single stimulus in an effort to coordinate the activities of the organism, which they termed the proprioceptive system. For instance, when a step is taken, the foot and leg
move, but so does the rest of the body, adjusting to keep everything upright. Adrian made the discovery that the intensity of the nerve impulse is dependent on the size of the nerve, not on the strength of the stimulus. This suggests that deep
pressure is not necessary in reflexology, as it is the contact that is important.
Disclaimer: The following is what I believe—you might feel completely different, and that’s ok!
Reflexology does not need to be painful to be effective. It is a stress-reducing modality at its heart and the goal is
to relax. Of course, different schools and practitioners have different styles and focus. My school, the Academy of Ancient Reflexology, follows the approach that we slowly and thoroughly travel the whole foot with our thumb and finger
walking, giving time for reflexologist and client alike to be aware and notice changes and sensitivities in the tissues.
We’re working to support the body’s health, not to diagnose or treat/fix issues.
Pressure is a matter of preference—for both the client and therapist. I have found working at a medium pressure, where it’s deep enough to notice sensitive spots (where I will pause and give extra time for change to occur) but not
so deep so as to cause pain throughout, is most effective. Pain creates more pain, which makes it difficult to relax.
I started my studies in reflexology with the benefit of 13 years of being a massage therapist under my belt. Over
the years, I have adhered to a “no pain, more gain” theory of working on people, but unfortunately, I’ve met many who
have experienced way too much pressure from a practitioner, leading to days of soreness or bruising. Some are okay with
that, because they say they felt so much better afterward. This is probably because the deep pressure caused a release of
pain-relieving endorphins—like dropping a hammer on your toe might distract you from a pain in your finger—but why
would you want to do that to yourself? Why not use relaxation and awareness and breathing to help dissolve pain, rather

GET INVOLVED! Be a RAA Volunteer!
Volunteering to serve on committees will help YOU put your leadership skills to work and provide
further training that can only be learned through working for and with others. We hope you will find
the perfect fit for you to express your love of reflexology.
Affiliation Committee: Assists non -affiliated state associations in their efforts to become RAA
affiliates by providing advice and assistance in: bylaw preparation; filing of state and federal nonprofit incorporation paperwork; fiscal and calendar year accounting procedures; treasurer bonding,
and other necessary paperwork.
Awards Committee: M eets bien nially to r eview , consider an d m ake r ecom m endatio ns to the B oar d
on nominations received from the membership in various categories and criteria of awards to be given at the biennial
RAA Conference.
Conference Committee: A year -round committee dedicated to presenting the best conference ever! You may assist in many activities from beginning to end, including developing a theme, artwork, locating perfect conference site,
finding speakers, and assisting at the conference big weekend.
Education Committee: RAA tak es a leader ship per spective w h en it co m es to educatio n. This com m ittee is charged with examining the various pathways by which to improve and increase educational standards for reflexologists in the United States. Committee members must take into consideration many aspects when developing
policies, including access to educational opportunities, cost and state legalities.
Elections Committee: Meets ann ually to find nom in ees, pr epar e an d m ail ballots, an d tabulate r esults of the annual Board of Director’s elections.
Legislative Committee: A year -round committee dedicated to insuring the right of our members to practice reflexology independently from other professions. Members will train and be able to answer questions and represent
RAA regarding legislative issues facing our profession; instruct state associations on the importance of a working legislative committee; write position papers, design brochures, create informational booklets, and attend hearings in
support of a state association or an individual’s right to practice reflexology as a separate practice.
Magazine Committee: This co m m ittee d esigns and publish es the qu ar ter ly new s m agazine,
Reflexology Across America, a benefit since the creation of RAA.
Public Relations and Advertising: Loo ks at ho w RAA r ep r esents itself and r eflexology to th e public.
Activities may include developing statements, policies and announcements regarding RAA’s presence on social media, partnerships with schools and related businesses, and website, conference and magazine advertising guidelines.
Website/Technology Committee: Th is co m m ittee is r esponsible for m ainten an ce and upgr ades to th e
website and secure storage of RAA’s historical data sensitive member information.

than brute force? Pain acquired over time might take a bit longer to go away (or it may not—the body is funny like
that!)
As with many things in life, a little research before booking an appointment is a good idea—ask about the
practitioner’s education, what she thinks her pressure is like, what she believes, etc. During the treatment, make sure
you speak up if you need more or less pressure. If you come in for a reflexology session wanting very deep pressure
and/or pain, I’m probably not the right practitioner for you. I will listen to what you need and try my best to accommodate, but I must also do what feels right to me. The first step to getting the most out of your reflexology appointment is be open-minded and see how it works for you, now that you know what the intent is—to relax and let the
body return itself to optimum health!
Annalisa Derryberry, wrote this when a student at the Academy of Ancient Reflexology
and published it on her blog on her website. Contact her at Annalisa@derryberry massage.com.
Left: Annalisa designed her own logo. Here’s how she described it: These hands
have been a part of my logo for about 5 years now. It began originally as an art project I did for
myself at least 10 years ago. I traced the outline of my left hand, and then I drew in squiggles and
spirals, which are a favorite doodle of mine. Over the years, the hand was refined digitally (no pun
intended!), and recently I added its mirror image to help emphasize my manual therapy work.

Maryland—MDRA

Front row: L-r – Marianne Roche, Aimee Ranaivoarijaona, Dana Esposito, Lisa Chan (educator), Lexie Staton, Joginder Kaur
Middle row: - Sharon Muranaka, Catherine Vestraci, Peggy Lawler, Jenny Cissa, Sandra Gossman, Ann Marie O’Lone, Jean Wehner, Silvia
Sanapo, Pam Fagelson, Leanora Winters
Back row: – Sarah Strain, Kim Novatny, Karen Kirts, Jeff McCreary, Tanya Gore, Caroline Klem.

Lisa Chan, Instructor from the American Academy of Reflexology, gave an interesting and
informative weekend training entitled, “38 Pathologies of Feet, Hands and Outer
Ears.” Lisa is quite an entertaining presenter, which made the weekend just fly by, and the
material easily absorbed. I learned much new information and several new holds on the
hands, which is always my hope when I sign up for a training.
Left: Th e d ar ling an d delicious r ed -iced cupcakes and cake (presented on a black background) were donated by Kim Novatny’s niece, my daughter—Rachel Webster. She can be
contacted at DecoratedwithLove@gmail.com and her Instagram is CakesbyPinky16.

How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a
single moment before starting to improve the
world.
Attributed to Anne Frank

Strong Drug Warning about a Class of Antibiotic
Nancy Bartlett (RI)

Abstract: M y co u sin h a d a rea ctio n (1st
paragraph) and wrote me. I’m also including other material. Be careful and pass along this information
against the use of the strong antibiotic Cipro. Cipro,
Levaquin, Avalox, and nearly every generic ending in
“quin,” oxacin, or ox that are all part of a large family
of antibiotics called Fluoroquinolones and can literally
ruin your health forever.

This class of antibiotics was
supposed to be only used as a last
resort antibiotic, if all other
options had failed. Th ey never
were supposed to be given for common infections. They damage the
body so seriously, because they actually damage the DNA mitochondrial repair cells. Those are the cells
that are supposed to heal any damage to the body. In this case, it damages the cells that are supposed to
repair damaged cells and tissue.

My cousin begins by sharing her experience: A
few weeks ago, I felt like I was starting with a UTI. It
wasn’t very bad, and I was sucking down holistic stuff,
but it was Friday, and I didn’t want to chance getting
worse on the weekend, so I went to see the family doctor.
He put me on Cipro for ten days and said if your legs
So...you can only heal tissue to the integrity it
bother you, call me. After the second pill, the tendons in was when it fell apart. Fantastic. You now have tissue
my right arm hurt from the elbow to fingertips.
paper tendons and ligaments. You are a human piñata at
a party and life is whacking you left and right. Do you
I had avoided reading the side effects, because I know what it feels like to hear and feel your shoulder
knew it would make me paranoid, and Mark didn’t think pull apart like taffy, or your Achilles tendon pop and tear
there could be a connection between my arm and the
apart like an old rubber band?
pills, but after the second pill, I read them and immediately took myself off of it.
It gets even better. Flouroquinolones cross the
blood brain barrier. This can result in psychiatric events,
I called the doctor’s office on Monday, and his
depression, and suicidal thoughts. I was incredibly fortuwife, also a nurse, said she would write in the file that I
nate not to have the psychiatric side of this.
was allergic to it. I would not call it an allergy but a reaction. Yesterday this article hit Facebook. I am really upHere is another sickening truth...the damage is
set that the doctor took this course of action when Cipro cumulative. The more exposures you have to these antiis a “last resort” antibiotic. Once again I have gone to the biotics, the more damage is done to your body. Not just
doctors and regretted it. Imagine the people this has
for some people, ALL people. A hundred percent of peodone permanent damage to.
ple who take a Fluoroquinolone antibiotic show changes
in blood flow to the tendon, cartilage, and ligament in
Next my cousin sent a Facebook post she found. their bodies. Each person has a different breaking point,
(The following is edited from the Facebook post by Amy depending on their own unique DNA. Some people fall
Moser.)
apart or die after one pill. I fell apart after my fourth
round of Fluoroquinolone antibiotics in my life, and
Hi there, we need to talk. I have almost written
this post at least 20 times and got too overwhelmed and some people are on their 25th round and are still oblivious to what is happening inside them until they break. It
abandoned it. Well here goes...
might not even be a physical one. It may be a psychotic
The antibiotics you took or are taking for your
one. By then, it’s too late. The damage is done.
sinus infection, UTI, skin infection, laser eye surgery...
This was my nightmare. It gets worse. There is
etc...may have already damaged you. Cipro, Levaquin,
Avalox, nearly every generic ending in “quin,” “oxacin,” no cure. No treatment. No relief. No specialist even. I am
writing this in hopes that you will educate yourself and
“ox,” are all part of a large family of antibiotics called
your families. Don’t take that antibiotic in ignorance one
“Fluoroquinolones.” The FDA finally updated their
more time. Don’t take your chances. Don’t be afraid to
warning on these antibiotics as of July 2016. They cite
“multiple system damage that may be irreversible.” Per- demand an alternative. There are alternatives if you demand them. I’ve refused these medications on multiple
manent you guys. Take a gander real quick if you are
occasions and so has my mom who is allergic to penicilreading this with an eyebrow raised. Trust me, I wish I
lins and cephalosporins and sulfa. There are other ophad been given the opportunity to soak up this infortions if you demand them.
mation before it was too late.
In 2010, I took Cipro for a UTI, and it changed
my life forever. A round of antibiotics literally changed
the path I was walking into a path that I couldn’t even
crawl on. Multiple spontaneous tendon and ligament
ruptures, spinal degeneration, and arthritis that is widespread. We are talking multiple joint dislocations and
surgeries to most of my large joints and spine. Twenty
surgeries in the last seven years if you wanna count. I
said T W E N T Y.

If you don’t have Anthrax poisoning, or pseudomonas bacteria, my family doctor will tell you, they can
figure something else out.
Here are two trustworthy Fluoroquinolone
warning links. (Please don’t believe what Wikipedia
writes about these drugs, but do your own research by
simply putting the drug name in your search engine—ci.)

ALASKA—AKRA
The Alaska Reflexology Association was excited to be able to meet recently with two International Council of
Reflexologists (ICR) Board members in Anchorage. Liza Thomas, ICR Board Administrator and Conference Coordinator Extraordinaire from Durban, South Africa and Gina Stewart, ICR President and Reflexology Volunteer Program Coordinator from Ontario, Canada. They were generously brought up here by Visit Anchorage on a spectacular, coordinated tour of the city.
The tour included dogsledding, tours of the main hotels and a few restaurants, the convention centers, the museum, the Native Heritage Center, Alyeska Resort (skiing) with a tram ride to the top and a visit to the Wildlife Conservation Center, a front row view of the Iditarod Start in downtown Anchorage, and ending with
a lovely train ride along the coast that included spotting numerous moose, Dall
sheep and a few flying eagles.The train had fabulous food, fabulous scenery, and fabulous karaoke! It was an excellent tour/visit for everyone, and many conference
plans were discussed and inspired from the visit.

Left: Train ride along the
Seward Highway outside
of Anchorage.
Right: From our dog sled.
Beauty abounds in Alaska!

This is the FDA’s warning for Fluoroquinolone
antibiotics:

others. They don’t know how to reverse it. They can’t.

I contacted a doctor from Mayo Clinic in Rochester Minnesota, his name was Jay Smith, and he had been
part of a research study of the effects of Fluoroquinolones
on the musculoskeletal system in the athletic population.
He actually wrote me back when I asked him for a consult
and told him I would even fly there for an appointment if
2. This is the New England Journal of Medicine’s he thought he could help me. He said that he didn’t know
article on “Achilles Tendinitis and Tendon Rupture Due
how to treat it. They know the science behind the damage
to Fluoroquinolone Antibiotics.” In this article, over 40
that Fluoroquinolones cause, but the science is not there
references are cited in 1992. In the letter to the editor,
yet in how to reverse it. I will tell you this. I reached an
Kent Huston, M.D. writes: “Fluoroquinolone antibiotics
incredibly low and dark place when he responded with
have been associated with Achilles tendinitis and rupture this.
in reports from Europe and New Zealand. As of 1992
more than 40 cases had been reported in France. This
I did write a book about this; it’s called “The
unusual side effect has not been widely recognized in the Magnificent Story of a Lame Author.” I have had countUnited States and is not mentioned in the Physicians’
less blessings through this and the credit for the improveDesk Reference. Physicians should be aware of this poment is God’s. This was five years ago. I am hiking mountential complication.” www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/
tains regularly now. My body still has many problems,
NEJM199409153311116
but my progress has been a miracle, and all my surgeons
and doctors will tell you the same.
Amy Moser’s post continues: Over the last seven
years, I’ve been to three rheumatologists, orthopedic surWe have to get this information out there. Spread
geons and spine surgeons, physical therapists, physical
it to everyone you know. Print the FDA warning and
medicine and rehab specialists and three different prima- show it to your friends and family and even your doctors.
ry care doctors. There is no treatment but to try to put
Sometimes the warnings slip through the cracks and they
back together what breaks. I have seen multiple docs
don’t know. You could save their lives.
from Mayo Clinic, and they are in the same boat as the
1. FDA Drug Safety Communication: FDA updates warnings for oral and injectable fluoroquinolone
antibiotics due to disabling side effects (May 12, 2016).
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm511530.htm

The RAA board continues to evolve the business practices and thinking into the future. As
such, the RAA Board approved a new business model for the Administrative Assistants adopting a job
sharing approach, which is often seen in the corporate environment. The RAA Board believes that the
job sharing approach will provide many long-term
benefits including consistency, stability, and improved customer service.
The RAA board is pleased to announce that it
has hired two new administrative secretaries for the
RAA office. Judy Deal and Amy Ito will be sharing
the duties of the day-to-day operations of the administrative office.

Judy Deal

Judy was drawn to reflexology as a tool for
self-care. She enjoys teaching clients how to use reflexology techniques themselves in order to maintain the benefits obtained in professional sessions.
She also uses reflexology herself to address chronic
pain resulting from injury. She credits reflexology as
one of the tools that has helped her maintain her
overall health and positive outlook.
Judy received her reflexology certification
through the International Institute of Reflexology in
2004 and has been a member of the Reflexology Association of America since that time. Her continuing
education has included an introduction to Gentle
Touch Reflexology and Toe Reading certification
through the Southwest Institute of the Healing Arts.
She also holds a bachelor’s degree from Eastern
Kentucky University. She has a wide range of professional experiences, the most relevant being customer service and database administration.
As for Amy, it’s been a year since she shifted
her career goals and became semi-retired. With a
master’s degree in Urban and Regional Planning
from the University of Colorado at Denver, she
spent 25 years as a manager in planning offices,
from a small mountain town to a large county just
west of Denver. She attended Just for Health School
of Reflexology & Healing Arts, a 305-hour program
of study and practice in the art and science of foot,
hand and ear reflexology, and became ARCB certified in 2011.
She also completed a number of certifications with Lone Sorensen Face International in January 2014. For six years, Amy has offered reflexology part-time and in the past year, she has been
building her reflexology clientele, apprenticing in a
healing art called Tibetan Cranial, teaching yoga,
and now working part-time for RAA! In addition,
Amy was recently elected vice president for the Associated Reflexologists of Colorado (ARC). According to Amy, she has been happily married for 23
years. She and her husband have two cats, both
named after Italian food, and they love to travel and
ride bicycles.

Amy and Judy spent the last weekend in
January in Indianapolis along with Debbie Hitt,
Bernette Todd, Beth Hilgendorf (RAA bookkeeper),
and Kim Novatny learning the ins and outs of runAmy Ito
ning and maintaining the administrative office.
Judy Deal is a reflexologist, licensed aesthe- With their combined expertise, they hope to streamtician, and Reiki teacher. She has a small practice in line many of the current office procedures to imScottsburg, Indiana and can often be found at farm- prove overall customer service for our members.
ers markets throughout southern Indiana selling her The RAA board feels very fortunate to have two such
infused honey, herbal teas, and handmade, hot pro- highly qualified individuals working in the office.
cess soaps.
Welcome aboard, Judy and Amy!

Our Beloved Hands
Karen Ball (FL)
At a recent event, a woman showed up who was
recovering from a serious hand injury. Her hand was basically unusable. I watched her struggle with the most basic
of movements, and realized how much I take my hands
for granted.
The human hand is an amazing feat of nature.
The arrangement of the hand’s bones, muscle, nerves and
fascia is a marvel of engineering in itself. One quarter of
our body’s bones, 123 named ligaments, 34 muscles, 48
nerves and 30 arteries interact cooperatively below our
awareness to perform all that we command.

an enormous investment of neural
resources for such a small area of
the body. Offering reflexology for
the hands means that we are
directly accessing a large
part of the central nervous system through the
rich supply of nerves in the hands.
Our hands’ ability to execute movements ranging
from strength to sensitivity has allowed us to develop
skills that no other species enjoys. The hands are what we
use to “grab hold of life” or put a stop to unwanted experiences. We defend, love, pinch, play, work, tickle and heal
with our beloved hands.

Many anthropologists consider the development
of the thumb to be the most decisive moment of our evolution into a being like no other in creation. According to
Unfortunately, the trade off for that high level of
fossil records, a rapid increase in brain size and the devel- dexterity is vulnerability. Somatic practitioners are particopment of early language are associated with the arrival
ularly prone to hand injuries due to repetitive actions, and
of the opposable thumb.
poor body mechanics and ergonomics.
Humans are not the only species with opposable
thumbs though. Chimpanzees and monkeys can also oppose the thumb to the index finger. What makes the human hand unique is the ability of the fourth and fifth fingers to rotate across the palm to meet the thumb. This
ability adds unparalleled grip, grasp and torque capability.
About one third of the brain’s sensory and motor
cortexes are devoted to the operation of the hands. That is

OUR PERSONAL STORIES
Jan Benson (ND)
Today I was thinking about a
client I’ve worked on since she was in
high school. Now she has graduated
from college, become a nurse, and is
moving to NC with her fiancé. She
has a position waiting for her to work
in an intensive care unit for the premature (NICU).
She looks forward to touching all the little feet
she encounters. Even if she isn’t doing reflexology, she
knows there will be a benefit for each baby. She may
consider going into acupuncture in the future.
She has talked with me over the years and
thanked me as well for the perspectives we’ve shared,
not only with reflexology, but also nursing.
So today for some reason, the idea came to me
that babies I will never know will be helped by a client
I’ve known since she was in high school and that humbles me. It also tells me that reflexology has had an effect on others that I may never know, but have in some
small way been a part of. That’s a good thing.

It doesn’t have to be that way though. Invest the
time it takes to protect your hands. Learn a proven repertoire of self-care techniques to ensure they can serve for
years to come. You will never regret it.
Karen Ball teaches beginning level to full certification courses in hand and foot reflexology throughout
the US and Canada. She can be reached through
www.academyofancientreflexology.com

MARYLAND REFLEXOLOGY ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS

REFLEXOLOGY
TRAINING
SEPTEMBER 2018
Structural Reflexology – Level 2
presented by Geraldine Villenueve, BS, NBCR, LMT

Friday, September 28–Sunday, September 30, 2018.
(This will be the only Level 2 class offered in the US in 2018!)

For additional information, please email:
Caroline Klem, MDRA Treasurer, at
Heartandsoleconnections@gmail.com or
Kim Novatny, MDRA President, at RAAKimjenner@gmail.com

YOUR NAME

State

School Name

Email

Website

Phone

CA

The Reflexology Mentor

info@reflexologymentor.com

FL

Academy of Ancient Reflexology

admin@academyofancientreflexology.com academyofancientreflexology.com

(904) 553-4067

classes@lauranorman.com

lauranorman.com

(561) 272-1220

FL, NY,
Laura Norman Reflexology
MA

reflexologymentor.com

(310) 318-3353

IA

Perfect Touch Wellness Center

info@perfecttouchwellnesscenter.com

perfecttouchwellnesscenter.com

(641) 664-1100

IL

Healthy Soles School of Reflexology

Emilee@HealthySolesSchool.com

healthysolesschool.com

(815) 334-8722

ME

Treat Your Feet School of Reflexology info@treatyourfeetschoolofreflexology.com treatyourfeet.com

(207) 626-3338

MO

The Stone Institute

thestoneinstitute.org

(636) 724-8686

NC

The Academy of Reflective Wellness CyndiHill@att.net

theacademyofreflectivewellness.
blogspot.com

(704) 636-4153

NE

Nationwide Reflexology School

Nationwidereflexologydb64@yahoo.com

NV

Fu Zu Ba School of Massage
& Reflexology

Info@FuZuBa.com

FuZuBa.com

(702) 431-3737

OH

Reflexology Certification Institute

RCIreflexology2@aol.com

reflexologycenter.com

(614) 565-1047

OR

Jill Fox Healing Arts

jill@jillfoxhealing.com

jillfoxhealing.com

(541) 261-4204

PA

Brauer Institute for Holistic Medicine
Reflexology

dorit@doritbrauer.com

www.brauerinstitute.com

(412) 489-5100

TN

Nashville Academy of Reflexology

NashvilleReflexAcademy1@gmailcom

NashvilleAcademyofReflexology.com (615) 647-7244

WA

Seattle Reflexology

Lois.E.Hensell@gmail.com

WI

Ray of Hope Academy

ROHES2011@gmail.com

State
CO

Business Name
Golden Flower Health Clinic

FL, NY,
Laura Norman Holistic Reflexology
MA

edu@TheStoneInstitute.org

Email

(712) 355-2679

(206) 284-8389
rayofhopereflexology.com

Website

(414) 531 -2587

Phone

Goldenflowerhealthclinic@gmail.com www.GoldenFlowerPueblo.com (719) 676-2245
info@lauranorman.com

www.lauranorman.com

GA

Sole Joy

atanda55@gmail.com

GB

Sue Ricks

suericks@suericks.com

www.suericks.com

YOUR BUSINESS NAME

YOUR BUSINESS EMAIL

YOUR BUSINESS WEBSITE

(212) 532-4404
(770) 543-9705
44 (150) 921-4373

YOUR PHONE

Boost Your Business
Submitted by RAA Public Relations Committee Member Linda Frank
Boost your reflexology business by introducing yourself to the staff at orthopedic or athletic shoe stores in
your area. I have gotten several new clients by stopping in to introduce myself and the work I do, explaining that
people with foot pain often seek relief from a reflexologist. I talk a little about how reflexing the soft tissue often
does help alleviate pain. The three stores I’ve visited have invited me to either leave my cards on a rack, if they have
one, or have offered to stack my cards at a counter and/or simply refer their patrons by word of mouth.
Fleet Feet is one of the national stores that carries Altra Sneakers, which I’d learned to be one of the best
zero drop -- sometimes called “minimalist” – shoes to transition into (and that must be done little by little lest the
calf and other muscles revolt!). There are Fleet Feet locations all over the US, so that’s a great store to visit and
share your cards and experience with their staff. If someone is interested in restoring natural shape and function to
their feet, the Altra Escalante and also Lone Peak are two styles that are wide enough to accommodate the CorrectToe toe separators meant to be worn while moving (https://www.fleetfeetsports.com/locations.)
I’ve not yet been to The Walking Company but they also have locations nationwide so might be a worthwhile store to stop in to (https://www.thewalkingcompany.com/storelocator.)
The challenge I find in talking with orthopedic shoe stores is that most recommend orthotics, which I and
many other reflexologists are not fans of. No need to disclose that to the stores, though!
You might familiarize yourself before you visit these stores with a few of the 70 Fascinating Facts about the
Feet tha t B ill Flo cco co m piled a nd ha s posted on his Am er ica n Aca dem y of Reflexolog y w eb site
(http://www.americanacademyofreflexology.com/70-fascinating-facts.) Sharing a few of these may additionally
impress why feet can be in such need of a reflexologist’s TLC!
For more information contact Linda Frank, RF, NBCR, at www.reflexologyforbetterhealth.com.

SMILE.AMAZON.COM
An Easy way to help Reflexology — at AMAZON.com
When you are shopping on Amazon.com and if you haven't chosen another non
-profit to support with your purchases (no cost to you - Amazon donates a portion
of what you spend!), please consider selecting the:

National Council of Reflexology Educators
as YOUR choice to receive the Amazon donations! It's simple to declare at
www.Smile.Amazon.com.
Please encourage your State Association Board of Directors to
share this information with your membership.
This is a painless opportunity to financially support your field of
reflexology. You could encourage your friends and clients to choose to
support reflexology, too.
Then, each time you chose to purchase something from Amazon,
just always sign on at www. Smile.Amazon.com. That’s all there is to
it.
Thank you!!

2018 Biennial RAA Conference Outline
Thursday, April 26

Saturday, April 28 - Conference Day #2

Leadership Education & Organizational Development-8a-12p
Lunch on your own—12p

Easy Morning Movement—7:30—8am *

Delegate Assembly meeting – 1p—5p

Sarah Preusker,“Support for Reflexology from the National
Institutes of Health—9:15a

Conference early registration - 2p—6p
RAA sponsored Welcome Reception
5:30pm to 7:30pm: All are welcome!!!

Vendor Room Open—8—8:45 am

Break / Vendor Room Open / State Photos—10:30a
Susan Raskin, “Safe Use of Aromatherapy in Practice”-11
Buffet Lunch / Vendor Room Open - 12:15p

Friday, April 27 - Conference Day #1

Legislative Update—Iris Aharonovich—1:15

Easy Morning Movement– 7:30— 8a *

Jesus Manzanares, MD, “Chronic Pain & it’s Treatment in
Foot Reflexology” - 1:45p

Conference Registration—7:45a—8:30a
Vendor Room Open—8a—8:45a
RAA Conference Welcome and Information:
Emcee Jane Lanverman - 8:45a –9:15a
Guest Speaker, Larry Clemmons 9:15a
The Art, Science and the Face of Reflexology
Break/Vendor Room/State photos—10:30a
Touchpoint: “It Don’t Mean a Thing…” 11a
New Ways to Stimulate that Swing in Your Clients”

Awards and Recognition—3p
Announcements / Raffle—3:30 pm
Vendor Room Open / State Photos / Share—4 –6p
Nite on the Town! Enjoy an evening on your own in Chicago. https://www.choosechicago.com/plan-you-trip/dealsand-packages/

Sunday, April 29 – Final Conference Day

Buffet Lunch / Vendor room open - 12:15p
State President’s Club “Greet and Eat” - 12:15p

Easy Morning Movement – 7:30 to 8:00a *

PANEL: History of Reflexology Profession in US - 1:15p
George Balut, Larry Clemmons, Bill Flocco, Christine Issel
Moderator: Karen Ball

Welcome/ Announcements / Raffle—8:45a

Announcements / All Attendee Photo—2:30p

Break / Vendor Room / State Photos - 10:30a

RAA Board of Directors Update—3p

Raffle—11a

ARCB Board of Directors Update—3:20p

Wendie Trubow, MD, “Reflexology and the Art of Balancing
the Five Aspects of Health” - 11:15a

NCRE Board of Directors Update—3:35p
Vendor Room / Optional activities / Share Room/ State
photos — 3:45p to 5:30p
Private Volunteer Appreciation Cocktail Party—by invitation
only (group photo) 5—6p

Vendor Room Open—8—8:45a

Stephenie A. Cooke, “YOU Are the Art of Reflexology” 9:15a

Buffet Lunch / Vendor Room Open—12:30p
Steven Rosenblatt, MD, PhD, L.Ac, - 1:30p
“The Energetic Connections of Reflexology to the Acupuncture Meridian System: Its Use in Disease Prevention and
Health Maintenance”
Raffle Winners / Announcements / Next Conference—3p

* Easy Morning Movement with Teresa Evans

Close of Conference Ceremony—3:30p
Post Conference Wrap-up, Board Room. All Welcome-4p

Published by:
Reflexology Association of America
PO Box 44324, Madison, WI 53744
InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org

The RAA Board requests that you go online and check
your information to verify it is current, so you will
receive any referrals and also your magazines.

*Traditional Thai Reflexology*
June 2-4 - Halifax, NS
October 12-14 - Winnipeg, MB

*Say Goodbye to Headaches*
October 11 - Winnipeg, MB

*How to Relieve Chronic Foot Pain*
May 31-June 1 - Halifax, NS
October 20-21 - Regina, SK
More on Website

*The Hidden Messengers*
October 18-19 - Regina, SK

REGISTER SOON!

